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The 2018 (6th) Nishina Asia Award
FOR HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO UNCOVERING HIDDEN SYMMETRIES
AND STRUCTURES IN THE S-MATRIX OF GAUGE AND GRAVITY THEORIES

As one of the leading experts in the world
on the S-matrix for gauge and gravity
theories, Prof. Yu-tin Huang initiated, with
amazing insight and persistent endeavors,
a series of surprising developments that
have revolutionized our understanding
about scattering amplitudes in field theories
and gauge theories in various dimensions.

gravity theories. It was conjectured that the
gravity theory amplitudes are written as a
double copy of the gauge theory amplitudes.
The first paper [1] showed this double copy
structure beyond the tree-level approximations by proving the duality relation of color
and kinematic factors. This realization led to
tremendous progress for loop level computations of quantum gravity amplitudes at the
ultra-violet energy scale.

Scattering amplitudes are fundamental
observables in field theories, usually obYu-tin Huang
tained by calculating and summing up
The second paper [2] established the presPhysics Department
national taiwan university
thousands of different Feynman diagrams
ence of dual-superconformal symmetry for
from Lagrangians: even a calculation of a
three-dimensional N = 6 theories to all orsingle diagram is very difficult and an involved process. ders in perturbation theory. Unlike the case of four-diEach diagram does not respect the underlying symme- mensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, this symmetry
tries, such as the gauge or gravitational symmetries. But was not expected from the dual string picture, and hence
surprisingly, the summation of thousands of diagrams the establishment of its presence was an important field
miraculously make the final result of scattering ampli- theoretical accomplishment. The result revealed hidden
tudes invariant under these symmetries. It suggests that structures in the d=3 gauge theories and led to highthere must exist a clever method to obtain the scattering multiplicity and higher loop computations of the Chernamplitudes. The recent development of S-matrix theo- Simons gauge theories.
ries bypasses the complicated calculations of Feynman
diagrams and the scattering amplitudes are calculated Prof. Huang’s papers are of very high quality and have
in a much more clever, simple and systematic way. Yu-tin revealed various hidden structures of gauge theories and
Huang has produced very deep and influential papers gravity theories. For his research, Prof. Huang has reon the subject and summarized recent developments in a ceived the Nishina Asia Award.
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